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Abstract: This paper describes in detail about the rescheduling of 

production process due to the failure of cutting tool or machine 

breakdown during an automated batch production. In general 

flexible manufacturing system is incorporated in the production 

process to achieve the desired rate of production without any 

distortions during the production process. Rescheduling of 

production process takes place due to the following factors; poor 

tool life, wear in machine component, poor tool grinding, tool 

breakdown and machine repair. In the above stated factors, tool 

breakdown is the most common problem faced during most of the 

machining operation/production process. This paper deals in 

developing a algorithm to reschedule the production process during 

cutting tool breakdown. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

In general the flexible manufacturing system refers to 

uninterrupted automated manufacturing. The flexible 

manufacturing system basically consists of two main phases 

namely design and production phase. The concept of flexible 

manufacturing system differs for each organization and it is 

dependent purely on the developer. The production phase 

consists of production planning, scheduling of plan and 

production controlling. Flexible manufacturing system 

consists of a group of automated machines that are being 

controlled by computer. These machines are generally 

incorporated with automated material handling system. The 

flexible manufacturing system reduces the human intervention 

in production process. As the CNC machines are equipped 

with Automatic pallet changer (APC) and Automatic tool 

changer to reduce the time associated with material handling 

and tool change, the breakdown of tool during the production 

process in CNC machines affects greatly the rate of 

production. The main objective of this investigation is to 

develop an effective production schedule in flexible 

manufacturing system at the time of tool breakdown. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The ability to handle changes and quickly manage 

producing and therefore the production system to make  
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amends for external demands is turning into a very important 

competitive issue. The performance of the assembly system is 

essentially smitten by the power to be versatile furthermore as 

having the ability to reconfigure operations for brand new 

demands. The flexible manufacturing system and 

reconfigurable manufacturing system techniques plays a vital 

role in manufacturing organizations (V. Malhotra et al.). The 

types of flexibility include machineTflexibility, material 

handlingTflexibility, operation Flexibility,Tprocess flexibility, 

productTflexibility,TroutingTflexibility,TvolumeTflexibility,T

expansionTflexibility,TcontrolTprogramTflexibility,Tproducti

on flexibility. 

FMSToffersTlowerTcarryoverTeffectsTonceTstationsTinter

rupt,TandTalsoTlowerstheTcostTofTmaintainingTspareTpartT

inventoriesTdueTto the factTthatTsimilarTequipmentTcan 

share components. FMS isTreallyTanTautomaticTset of 

numerically controlled machine tools and material 

handlingTsystems,capableTofTperformingTaTwideTrangeTm

anufacturingToperations with quick tooling and 

instructionTchangeoversT(Rohit Pandey et al).  

FMSTdiffersTfromTtheTstandardTsystemsTin terms of 

flexibility withinTtheTflowTofTmaterialsTfrom one tool to a 

different andTplayactingTtheToperationsTasTper the specified 

sequence. FlexibleTproducingTsystem,TtheTwordTis simple 

to understandTbutTindeedTdifficultTtoTachieve.T 

Many companies didn't winTversatileTproducingTsystem, 

become historyTandTfirmsTwhoTeffectivelyTachievedTit, 

have pioneeredTthemselvesTinTmanufacturingTindustry. The 

ultimate haveTtoTbeTcompelledTto versatile producing 

system arisesTfromTterriblyTbasicTruleTofTsetting, nothing 

is permanent.TTheTchangingTneeds,Tchoices,Tpriorities and 

preferencesTofTbusinessTorTitsTstakeholder dynamic 

behaviour forces firms to be flexible enough to deliver what is 

required (Vivekanand S. Gogi et al). Based on the 

methodology followed, FMS operations literature could be 

classified in the following ways:Tmathematical programming 

Tapproach, Tmulti-Tcriteria decision Tmaking approachT, 

heuristics orientedTapproach, Tcontrol theoreticTapproach, 

simulation basedTapproach and artificialTintelligence (AI) 

Tbased approach (Chuda Basnet).  
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The mainTadvantage of associate degreeTFMS is its high 

flexibilityTin managing producing resources likeTtime and 

energy so asTto manufacture a replacementTproduct. The best 

applicationTof associate degree FMSTis found withinTthe 

production ofTlittle sets of productTlike those fromTa 

productionT(Mehrabi,M.,2005; Wilhelm,W.,1986). ToTput 

itTin shellT, the mostTbenefits of FMSTare: Reduced 

producingTtimes, lowerTvalue perTunit created, bigger labor 

productivity, bigger machine potency, improved quality, 

redoubled system reliability, reduced parts inventories, 

adaptability to CAD/CAM operations, shorter lead times 

(Ahmad Afsari). An FMS is a group of processing stations 

(predominantly CNC machine tools), which are interconnected 

by means of an automated material handling and storage 

system, and controlled by an integrated computer system. 

 

III. IDENTIFICATION OF PROBLEM 

 

The flexible manufacturing system in this case is developed 

for CNC machine. It is well known that the tool magazine of 

CNC machines has several tools, which are quiet suitable to 

perform specific machining operations. Each machine is 

assigned to perform specific operation and the tool magazine 

of machine is equipped with more than one tool, so that during 

the tool breakdown the tool can be altered with fraction of 

seconds. In this case the material loading and unloading is 

automated and the entire handling system and CNC machines 

are controlled by electronic control unit (ECU). The sensors 

fixed in the fixture ensure the material loading and the 

appropriate information’s are transferred to the electronic 

control unit. In this investigation each machine performs 

specific operation using the tool available in the magazine. In 

all the machines the material handling is accomplished 

automatically and the machines are placed nearer. In addition, 

in this case a separate machine is placed in addition than the 

requirement comprising the tools of three machines and is 

named as “AM’, any breakdown in the machine is sensed by 

the sensor and the information is then transferred to the 

electronic control unit. The electronic control unit then 

transfers the machining operation to be done by the 

breakdown machine to the additionally placed one. The 

additional placed machine thus completes the specific 

machining operation that has to be accomplished by the 

machine which is under breakdown with the help of signal and 

stored program of electronic control unit. The flexible 

manufacturing system developed in this case also helps in 

sensing delay in production time and dimensional errors in the 

finished product, which might help in prior identification of 

problem in the specific machine and its rectification. The 

schematic layout of flexible manufacturing system used in this 

case is shown in the figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1 layout of FMS 

 

Fig. 2 layout with third machine (M3) breakdown 

 

AM stands for additional machine, any failure in machine or 

tool breakdown is sensed by appropriate placed sensor units 

and is transferred to electronic control unit, which then bye 

pass the signal to the additional machine placed instead of 

breakdown one. This flexible manufacturing system is best 

suitable for automated batch production and the interruption in 

production unit is identified easily without human 

intervention. 

IV.   CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The flexible manufacturing system thus developed is best 

suited for automated batch production process. This will help 

in reducing production time and human error and intervention 

can be minimized to the maximum extent. The production 

operations performed by each specific machine cannot be 

stopped under any circumstance. 

The concept of flexible manufacturing system has to be 

developed for other production processes to achieve 

uninterrupted machining operation. 
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